We test how well fracture orientations can be estimated from fitting amplitude variations with offset and azimuth (AVOA) under varying signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios. We perform these tests for the range of AVO classes, with different azimuth sampling. We also show that modifying the fracture properties can have a large impact on the reliability of estimating the AVOA parameters. We summarise levels of S/N required to reliably estimate fracture orientations under different AVO class and varying azimuth sampling. We conclude that estimating fracture orientations is most sensitive to S/N ratio, followed by the properties of the fracture network the AVO class, and the sampling in offset-azimuth space.
Introduction
The aim of this work is to study the sensitivity of amplitude variations with offset and azimuth (AVOA) to noise in fracture characterisation following the previous work of White et al. (2004) . The azimuth of the major axis of the amplitude ellipse (ϕ 0 ), which is normally interpreted to be the fracture orientation or fracture normal, is the most sensitive of the four AVOA parameters (R P (0), G i , G a , ϕ 0 ) to noise (see equation 1). We assess the reliability of fitting AVOA under varying signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios, with a range of azimuth sampling, for the different AVO classes as given by Rutherford and Williams (1989) . We also show that fracture properties, such as fracture densities and aspect ratios can have a large impact on the reliability of estimating the AVOA parameters. Using data from Rutherford and Williams (1989) , we may draw some general conclusions about the level of S/N required to reliably estimate the azimuth of the symmetry axis for the range of AVO classes, under differing azimuth sampling.
Rock physics modeling
Isotropic elastic parameters were taken for a sand-in-shale reservoir according to Rutherford and Williams (1989) , which covers the end-member AVO classes I and III of their gas-sand classification. The gas sand underlying the shale in these models was modified to include the effects of aligned fractures using the approach of Schoenberg and Sayers (1995) , as saturated with an average composition of hydrocarbon gas.
Class III AVO is typically generated by shallow targets, and class I from deeper ones. With increasing depth rocks become more consolidated and we expect fluids, cracks and pores to have less effect, so the application of AVO and AVOA will become less applicable. To account for this the cracks were modified between AVO classes I and III. One might expect thin cracks to close first, so with increasing depth, crack density will in general decrease and crack aspect ratio will increase.
Fractures from class III AVO were initially assigned a crack aspect ratio of 0.001 and a crack density of 0.08. Fractures from deeper targets with class I AVO were tested under various decreasing crack densities and increasing crack aspect ratios. Given that AVO classes I and III form end members both in terms of the degree of AVO response and the typical depth of origin, class II AVO was omitted from this study, though its response can be expected to lie between those of class I and class III.
AVOA analysis
The elastic moduli derived from the rock physics modeling were used to calculate anisotropic parameters (Thomsen (1986) ) as reformulated for HTI media by Tsvankin (1997) . Using the formulation of Rüger (1996) for reflectivity in HTI media, for the different AVO classes, reflection coefficients may be written as
where R P (0) is the normal incidence reflection coefficient, G i is the isotropic component of the AVO gradient, G a is the anisotropic component of the AVO gradient and ϕ 0 is the azimuth of the symmetry axis (whether it is fracture orientation or fracture normal will depend on the AVO class).
Different levels of random noise were added to the modeled amplitudes. The S/N ratios quoted are the ratio of |R P (0)| to the RMS noise level. The scatter of estimated AVOA parameters resulting from different levels of noise were performed for both AVO classes I and III. These fits were repeated using 4, 6, 8 and 15 azimuth bins. These fits of the azimuth of the symmetry axis were achieved using Jenner's (2002) least squares approach to fitting. The spread of amplitudes with azimuth is shown in figure 1 
Discussion
The results show that different AVO class has a different influence on the stability of the estimation of the symmetry axis. The crack aspect ratio and crack density also have an influence on the stability of solving for the azimuth of fracturing. Increasing the number of azimuth bins does improve the stability of the azimuthal AVO fitting, however this does not have the same order of effect as the AVO class, the crack properties, or changing the S/N ratio. If one were to use data with a very sparse offset-azimuth distribution one might expect the reliability of the estimated AVOA parameters to reduce further.
We can compare the stability of fitting noisy AVOA between AVO classes I and III for different crack properties. Using the constraint that with increasing depth, cracks will close, thin cracks closing first, it is reasonable to assume that crack density will decrease and crack aspect ratio will increase, and that results from class I AVO will be noisier than those for class III. However for the same crack density (0.08) and crack aspect ratio (0.001), results from class I AVO are more stable than class III. If we reduce the crack density to 0.008 and crack aspect ratio is increased to 0.03, we find that classes I and III have similar levels of misestimation in azimuth. It is only when crack density is reduced to 0.006 and crack aspect ratio increased to 0.04 that the results for AVO class I appear 15-20% poorer estimated in azimuth than for class III.
Conclusions
For all AVO classes increasing the S/N ratio will reduce the angular range of the estimated symmetry axes. For AVO class I using 4 azimuths (or an azimuthal bin size of 45°), ϕ 0 is estimated to within 5° of the true value at a S/N ratio of around 60, as the number of azimuth bins is increased to 15 this reduces to a S/N ratio of 55. However if one is satisfied with only the inter-quartile range of the data lying within a 5° window of the correct solution, the S/N ratio is further reduced to 14 for AVO class I over the range of azimuth bins tested. AVO class III estimates ϕ 0 fall within 5° of the true value at a S/N ratio of 28 when 4 azimuth bins are used; as 15 azimuth bins are used this reduces to a S/N ratio of 20. If the fits from the inter-quartile range within a 5° window of the correct solution are acceptable the S/N ratio requirement is further reduced to 10 for 4 azimuths, and 7 for 15 azimuths.
This study suggests that the use of AVOA for fracture orientation estimation will not be suitable for many seismic data with a low S/N ratio (as argued by White et al., 2004) . The S/N ratio of seismic data has the largest effect on the degree of mis-estimation of the azimuth of the fracture orientations, followed by the properties of the fracture network (crack aspect ratio and crack density); the class of AVO also has a significant impact on the accuracy of the AVOA fitting, as does the azimuth sampling.
